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Oops! Something's gone wrong!


We can't seem to find the page you're looking for. If you think we misplaced something important, please don't hesitate to contact customer service.


CockyBoys Home















	
    	Javascript Required

        Nowadays, almost all web pages contain JavaScript, a scripting programming language that allows robust web features, videos, and basically, all the things that can make a website experience awesome for you, the user.

        So, to keep things working awesomely for you, and to enjoy the full experience and features of CockyBoys.com, you'll need to enable JavaScript in your web browser.

        After enabling JavaScript, refresh this page and everything will be right again with the world (or at the very least, your porning experience).

        Learn How to Enable Javascript
        Having Trouble? Contact Customer Service
    







	 Cookies must be enabled to enjoy the full features of this website. Learn more about cookies and how to enable them by clicking here.
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					Be proud!


					You are not a type. You are you.


					“Cocky” does not mean rude.


					Gay sex is not shameful. It is a blessing like a fine wine, a great meal, or a roller coaster ride. It is part of life and should be enjoyed.


					Be safe. Be smart in all that you do. When in doubt, use the head holding up your ears!


			
					Negativity only invites and creates more negativity.


				
					Mutual respect is the path to true power. Power = pride. Pride = loving yourself. Love yourself and you can love another.


					
					Gay is good.


					CockyBoys are proud, confident men. At times funny, goofy, sometimes crazy, and shy.


					They have dark days along with good. They like being admired. They do not succumb to cowardice.
					They love and want to be loved.


					I am a CockyBoy!


					I am a CockyBoy!


					Please check your high horse at the door.


					There is nothing wrong with being a “porn star.” It may not be your choice. Choice is freedom. So choose.


					When having a bad day… stop. Think of five things you are grateful for….feel better?


					Oscar Wilde said it best – “Humanity takes itself too seriously. It is the world’s original sin. If the caveman had known how to laugh, history would have been different.”


					Love Always & Be Nice,


					Jake Jaxson
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				 There is something about the CockyBoys aesthetic that gets porn wheels turning—an ironic touch that’s light enough not to compromise the simple pleasures of whacking off. 

				— New York Magazine
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					The Walt Whitman of gay porn.

					 Jake Jaxson wants to revolutionize porn with an erotic documentary inspired by great poets and celebrating life. 
				

				— Salon.com
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				 In five short years, Jake Jaxson’s particular brand of arthouse erotica has propelled CockyBoys to the top of its industry. 

				— The Village Voice
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    		You are entering the hottest Gay Adult Site on the Internet.

			CockyBoys.com is the most awarded gay studio, offering you unrivaled premium content with unlimited streaming as well as limited downloads. 100% Secure and Privacy Guaranteed!

            Please read and comply with the following conditions before you continue: This website contains information, links, images and videos of sexually explicit material.If you are under the age of 21, if such material offends you or if it's illegal to view such material in your community please do not continue. Here is an excellent website to find something more to your tastes.Please read and comply with the following conditions before you continue:I am at least 21 years of age.The sexually explicit material I am viewing is for my own personal use and I will not expose minors to the material. I desire to receive/view sexually explicit material. I believe that as an adult it is my inalienable right to receive/view sexually explicit material. I believe that sexual acts between consenting adults are neither offensive nor obscene. The viewing, reading and downloading of sexually explicit materials does not violate the standards of my community, town, city, state or country. I am solely responsible for any false disclosures or legal ramifications of viewing, reading or downloading any material in this site. Furthermore this website nor its affiliates will be held responsible for any legal ramifications arising from fraudulent entry into or use of this website.
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